NYU UAWC Protocol Review Timeline

Timeline for PI Action

- PI receives 1st notification
- PI submits protocol for PreReview
- PI submits protocol for Full Committee Review (FCR).
- PI receives comments from UAWC and begins revising protocol.
- Reviewer approves protocol
- UAWC Meets
- UAWC Meets
- UAWC Meets
- May 10 Protocol Expiration Date

Timeline for UAWC Action

- PreReviewer reviews
- Packets go out to UAWC
- UAWC issues approval, modifications required for approval, or requests that the protocol return to full committee next month.
- UAWC provides approval or modifications for approval
- UAWC receives signed hard copy of protocol, POPs/SOPs & grant
- Reviewer approves protocol
- Approval may be granted within approximately 1 week of receipt.

Expiration notifications are sent

- PI submits revised protocol for final review by designated reviewer & approval
- PI submits signed hard copy of protocol, POPs/SOPs & grant for UAWC records
- PI submits protocol for designated review & final approval OR resubmits to Administrator for 2nd round of FCR.
- UAWC provides approval or modifications for approval
- UAWC receives signed hard copy of protocol, POPs/SOPs & grant
- PI submits protocol for designated review & final approval OR resubmits to Administrator for 2nd round of FCR.
- Reviewer approves protocol

May 10 Protocol Expiration Date
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